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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like too much water!

Say Hello to Hidoku!

How to play hidoku:
Half maze, half Sudoku – all you have to do is figure out which number to put in each cell. Beginning at 1, going to 2, and so on until
the last number, you should fill each box with a number in increasing
order. You can only go on square at a time, but in any direction: so,
you can go left, right, up, down, or diagonally from your current spot.

Court Overturns 7-Year-Old’s
Grounding
by Ben Loucks ~ Daily Bull

In a completely groundbreaking case in Supreme Court yesterday, a 7-year-old’s grounding by his parents was ruled as
unconstitutional on the grounds
that it violated the boy’s Eighth
Amendment rights. Cody Hackins, a second grader in Houghton Elementary, took his parents
to court after they grounded
him for sneaking into a local film
studio to watch a rehearsal of
his favorite TV show, “The Steel
Samurai”.
The punishment of being
grounded from the internet,
where he allegedly gathered information to plan his escapade,
was originally upheld in local
court. The decision, however,
was appealed by his defense
attorney and eventually made it

Rain!? God damnit Houghton!

Campus cutting down another Tree
to make way for Cute and Cuddly
Intergalactic Highway

to D.C. The recent shelving of the
Stop Online Piracy Act was taken
by the Supreme Court Justices
to read that preventing access
to the internet was a violation of
Eighth Amendment rights which
protects against “cruel and unusual punishment”.
During the court hearing, testimony was heard from various
sources, including child psychologists and even one of the
actors from the local film studio.
A representative from Anonymous also gave testimony for the
prosecution, noting the inherent
wrong in denying anyone access
to the internet for any reason except “for the lulz”. Wikipedia’s
co-founder Jimmy Wales reportedly performed a blackout of the
popular website “Wikipedia” in
protest of the grounding,
coordinating over 115,000
websites to present a message for users to “…imagine a world where evil parents prevent their children
from being able to learn
by grounding them for silly
trivialities.”

by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

The large tree between the Library and Rekhi Hall has been scheduled
for demolition in an agreement with Campus Administration and the
High Council of Cuddly Cross Dimensional Woodland Creatures. Lack
of both protesting hippies and funding ensures that the tree will not
be replanted; nevertheless the Forestry Department has arranged to
use the tree in their yearly dissection of freshman exam.
While the tree’s age is a factor in the planned removal, Council President Commander Scruffy McPugagain ascribes the decision to the
increase in traffic on the Houghton-SigmaUrsaTrixa 8 intergalactic
highway. “The daily rush hour has slowed to an average of 1.9 light...see Cuddly Killers on back

It is unconstitutional to deny me that toy!!!

Justice Udgey Urhonor III
was quoted as saying, “…
if we aren’t able to block
peoples’ porn-sharing by
...see Unconstituted on back
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...from Cuddly Killers on front

years per hour in the past three
months,” President Commander
Scruffy told us while getting his
ear scratched by Glenn Mroz,
“Also the high traffic volume
has lead to many supply frigate
crashes. We still have not recovered all the lost scent-free, test
proof drugs from the dimension
where everything actually works
to the benefit of the people using it.”
Removal of the tree will allow for
an additional three thousand kiloparsecs³ in area and shall stand
as the greatest addition to an intergalactic highway in the history
of time itself, reports Nut’s Daily
Nuts a Super Flying Space Squirrel construction firm.
Despite the fact that cutting
down the tree will provide over 2
million jobs to local and off planet workers, the current RabbitChickadee War has brought up a
lot of controversy to this planned
removal. One ambassador in the
Council, Fluffy Squeeeezworth
of Carrotyar’d has shown favoritism to the Communist Rabbit War
Machine. “As ambassadors of the
High Council of Cuddly Cross Dimensional Woodland Creatures
we are expected to uphold a
neutral stance on wars between
galactic civilizations,” representative Lizzy Lizzardo told us.
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...from Whore-or Movie! on front

The Rabbit-Chickadee War, also
known as the Bird and Carrot
Debacle, has been waging between the two galactic empires
since the 25th of June 2009.
Peace between the brutal Communist Rabbit War Machine and
the Chickadee Peace Commune
has always been thin; merely the
death of one unrelated Jackson
Five singer, caused full out bloodshed. Those against the Bird and
Carrot Debacle have pointed
many fingers at Ambassador
Fluffy Squeeeezworth for using
the removal of the tree to aid the
Rabbit cause. Squeeeezworth’s
High Council Law-breaking can
only be made certain by the fact
that the intergalactic highway between Houghton and SigmaUrsaTrixa 8 stands as the only route
between the Rabbit Empire’s
largest super death-machine factory-planet and the Chickadee’s
elementary and youth arts education planet.
While the removal of the tree will
not happen until this spring, the
decision to have it removed is
set in stone. Now the rabid Rabbit War Mongrels will only have to
wait to complete their dastardly
mission of destroying all of the
Chickadee’s arts programs.
For those who make use of the
Narnia Portal that is currently located inside the Library-Rekhi
Tree: Michigan Tech promises to
try their best in providing all your
traveling to wonderful worlds of
fantasy needs in both the Rozsa
and in the MUB ballroom for the
rest of the year. If you find the art
and entertainment provided by
the University are not as sufficient
as traveling to the faraway land of
Narnia, please contact your local
drug dealer

law yet, it should be taken as a sign that preventing access to mankind’s combined wealth of knowledge is simply unacceptable, especially as a punishment for grounding. Attempting to do so is just a
depraved act of cowardice from poor parents. Now if you’ll excuse
me, I have to go, ah, polish my gavel in my chambers. ” Subsequently,
the Justice was seen running from his seat, mentioning something
about Jenna Jameson.
Prosecuting attorney Miles Edgeworth held a press conference for his
victory, gloating over the defense’s loss by exclaiming “…Ha! How’s
it feel to lose so badly, Mr. Wright? The side of justice has prevailed
and your silly objections didn’t save you! I totally beat you this time.”
Cody Hackins, in an exclusive interview with the Daily Bull, said “Man,
my parents just do not understand why I love the Steel Samurai so
much! He’s so cool! He sticks his Samurai Spear into them and always
hollers about the dangers of Ess-Tee-Dees! I mean, those must be the
evil ninjas employed by the Evil Magistrate, right? Man, samurai shows
are so cool!”
Cody’s parents could not be reached via e-mail for comment. Apparently, they’ve been grounded from its use for a week.

